Abstract
Software Engineering principles have connections with design science, including cybersecurity concerns pertaining to vulnerabilities, trust and reputation. The work of this paper surveys, identifies, establishes and explores these connections. Identification and addressing of security issues and concerns during the early phases of software development life cycle, especially during the requirements analysis and design phases; and importance of inclusion of security requirements have also been illustrated. In addition to that, effective and efficient strategies and techniques to prevent, mitigate and remediate security vulnerabilities by the application of the principles of trust modelling and design science research methodology have also been presented.

1 Introduction
The continuous evolution of software systems brings associated risks, vulnerabilities, and threats to their security. Vulnerabilities make software systems open to exploitation and attacks. Common types of attacks experienced by enterprises and consumers are caused by virus, worms, phishing, spams, and similar malware. According to Peissens, “A vulnerability is any aspect of a computer system that allows for breaches in its security policy” [44]. Demchenko et. al defines vulnerability as “a flaw or weakness in a system's design, implementation, or operation and management that could be exploited to violate the system's security policy” [13]. Vulnerabilities caused by software bugs, defects, anomalies, or software features are referred to as software vulnerabilities. A software vulnerability is a security weakness, flaw or a glitch found in a software or an operating system that leads to security concerns. Software vulnerabilities constitute a majority of security problems and are prone to exploitation for purposeful disasters. Some of the common flaws or vulnerabilities include weak or flawed authentication, buffer overflow, configuration problems, CRLF injection, cryptographic error (poor design or implementation), CrossSite Request Forgery (CSRF), insecure default configuration (e.g. passwords or permissions), design problems, DoS flood [10], DoS caused by malformed input [10], DoS due to improper release of services [10], Double free vulnerability,
Eval injection, format string vulnerability, integer overflow, symbolic link following, memory leak, unescaped metacharacters or other unquoted ‘special’ characters, default or hard-coded password, PHP remote file inclusion, bad privilege assignment, unprotected/unauthenticated privileged process/action, untrusted search path vulnerability, spoofing attacks, SQL injection vulnerability, Cross-site scripting, SSL related vulnerabilities (HeartBleed and Poodle), DOM-based XSS, stored XSS, Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Socket Layer (SSL) related vulnerabilities. Vulnerabilities can creep in any stage of software development and can disrupt the viability of a software product. Since security is a non-functional requirement, it is often given less importance over functional requirements throughout the stages of the software development lifecycle (SDLC). The effect being that the product-to-be-developed can obliviousy become prone to security vulnerabilities. Each software vulnerability is distinct and hence requires different approaches to detect, assess, and mitigate the problem. Pescatore categorized software vulnerabilities into software defects (comprising of subcategories – design flaws and coding flaws) and configuration errors (comprising of subcategories – dangerous/unnecessary services and access administration errors) [43]. Since, each software vulnerability is one of a kind, they cannot be treated equally and hence, require different ways of assessment and mitigation approaches. To achieve higher levels of security while reducing costs, it is important to orient vulnerability assessment and mitigation approaches towards the more likely causes of defect [43]. Some of the ways to discover and identify software vulnerabilities include smart fuzzing, static scanning java code, using vulnerability discovery model (VDM), attack injection and code clone verification.

Security vulnerabilities in software systems are detrimental to the reputation of a system and negatively impacts user trust in that system. A hint of security issues in a software system will drive potential users away from its usage and adoption. Hence it is of high importance that security vulnerabilities are identified early in the requirements engineering phase and preventative measures and approaches are explored, acknowledged, and defined in the design phase to control these vulnerabilities. This paper identifies and explores software security vulnerabilities and explains their importance in the early phases of software development. An illustration of parallels between security approaches and practices in software engineering and design science is also presented. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II identifies, categorizes, and describes cybersecurity vulnerabilities in the requirements engineering phase of the software development life cycle and emphasizes on the establishment of security requirements during the analysis phase. Section III identifies, categorizes, and describes cybersecurity vulnerabilities in the design phase of the software development life cycle. Section IV describes the impact of cybersecurity vulnerabilities in software systems on the trust and reputation of the system and studies benefits of trust modeling. Section V discovers and presents a parallel connection between security in software engineering and in design science in terms of security patterns. Section VI wraps up the paper with conclusion.

2 Requirements and Points of Vulnerability

Security being a non-functional requirement, it is often given less importance over other functional requirements during the requirements elicitation phase. This makes development and usage of software applications vulnerable to cybersecurity attacks and affects credibility. To ensure the development of a secure software product, it is important that security aspects are acknowledged and addressed from the beginning of the software development life cycle, which is at the requirements gathering and elicitation phase. A common problem with the specification of security requirements is their tendency to be replaced by security specific architectural constraints. These constraints may restrict the security team from using the most apt security mechanisms for the purposes of achieving...
true underlying security requirements [52]. Moreover, the amount of attention given to security requirements is often overpowered by the attention given to the functional requirements while only considering the user’s point of view. Prioritizing convenience and ease of use over security requirements often leads designers and developers to only work on generic set of security requirements that have general mechanisms such as authorization, password protection, authentication, access control, encryption, firewalls, signatures, and virus detection tools [52].

During the analysis or requirements specification phase of software development, the developers should perform a high-level abstraction of risk analysis and formulate suitable security requirements. This practice can help avoid introduction of common security flaws in this stage [44]. A security vulnerability taxonomy broadly classifies these security flaws into three categories viz. No Risk Analysis, Biased Risk Analysis and Unanticipated Risks [44]. No Risk Analysis denotes development of software without any security issues in mind. During an analysis phase, when the software engineer skips past the acknowledgment of potential risks and a suitable security policy for the software, it ascertains vulnerabilities in the software product [44]. Biased Risk Analysis denotes risk analysis being completed by only one of the stakeholders which only accounts for the security requirements formulated per the position of that particular stakeholder, often ignoring requirements of other stakeholders [44]. Since security is based on mutual distrust, risk analysis process should include risk of all parties [44]. Unanticipated risks denote failure of a developer to recognize a risk and a failure to include a corresponding security requirement for the same [44].

It takes a combination of software development, subjective judgment of security professionals, and business expertise to detect potential security flaws during requirements definition, architecture, and high-level design [44] [9]. Due to a frequently evolving nature of defects, current-generation tools often fall short on being able to efficiently detect defects. Hence, it is important that detection methods continually evolve as well to keep up that pace [44]. Throughout literature, many studies have been conducted to explore, deduce, acknowledge, and establish ways to identify cybersecurity vulnerabilities in software, their causes, preventative measures, and effective methods of combating them. Some of the most common attempts to address security issues that are used by security experts and requirement engineers include approaches such as UMLSec, misuse cases, abuse cases, KAOS (Knowledge Acquisition in autOmated specification), SQUARE (security quality requirements engineering) and security patterns [9]. Apart from these traditional approaches, there are studies demonstrating techniques to utilize knowledge, experience, and expertise to capture and rectify security concerns during the early stages of software development. Through their study, Busby-Earle and France presented one such technique which captured, engaged, utilized, and refined knowledge of security experts and shared it amongst software engineering practitioners and requirements engineers [9]. This way authors helped assist them in their task of considering security concerns at the earliest stages of software development and then captured their expertise in the form of a type of dependency among requirements [9]. This technique, when combined with a less subjective approach, could reveal potential software vulnerabilities that can enhance those that require human expertise [9].

However, often addressing security vulnerabilities require specialized tools and techniques in addition to utilization of knowledge, experience, and expertise. Since, each software system or application is different from one another in terms of their domains and underlying architecture, each one of them require different approaches, practices, tools, and techniques for identifying and resolving security vulnerabilities during requirement elicitation, analysis, and documentation phases of requirements engineering. For instance, healthcare applications being a separate domain from web-services systems, each would require different techniques and approaches to incorporate security requirements during requirements engineering phase. For instance, Alzahrani et al. found Near Field Communication (NFC) technology and its security requirements to provide promising advantages for healthcare and medical service domain applications [1]. In their study, they used a multi-dimensional representation to propose a new classification of NFC system attacks in order to explore the possible threats to NFC systems in healthcare applications and the vulnerabilities and challenges it entails [1].
Their classification considered three main perspectives viz. mode of operation, programmability level and life cycle which were aimed to help developers identify the weakest protected point in their NFC system and use it as basis to study and evaluate the level of their NFC system security [1]. Gutiérrez et al. conducted a real web service-based case study and developed and presented an application of the process for Web Service Security (PWSSec) with the aim of eliciting and designing security in web service systems [19]. Yu et al. also analyzed security vulnerability in web services software systems and attempted to map common attack patterns to security verification requirements [64].

3 Identifying Security Vulnerabilities in Design

Software vulnerabilities are usually not considered until very late in a software development life cycle which is why it is natural for them to live through the design phase unnoticed. By not discovering, identifying, assessing, and remediating vulnerabilities early in design activities, puts software applications into great risks. Design phase is an important phase in SDLC since it forms the basis for both software development and re-development of legacy systems. This is why design phase is the most susceptible to vulnerabilities as opposed to other phases of SDLC [50]. In his study on factors enabling security effectiveness, Savola mentioned that “software vulnerabilities originate from design-level flaws and implementation bugs, both manifested as exploitable faults, which, in turn, represent vulnerabilities” [53]. Hence, a good understanding of causes, measures and mitigation of vulnerabilities is crucial in the design phase. The causes of security vulnerabilities that are introduced in design stage can be categorized as – Cryptographic protocol design flaws, Relying on non-secure abstractions, Trading off security for convenience or functionality, No logging and, Design not capturing all risks [44]. Cryptographic protocol design flaws emerge as result of faults while designing cryptographic protocols. These protocols are especially hard to be correctly designed and takes several design iterations to get to a correct protocol [44]. Relying on non-secure abstractions forms the second category of causes of software vulnerabilities which constitute complexity-hiding abstractions more than tamper-proof abstractions that are offered by a programming language or by an operating system [44]. These abstractions lead to security breaches if they are implicitly or explicitly assumed to be tamper-proof [44]. Trading off security for convenience or functionality forms the third category of causes of software vulnerabilities which focuses on trade-offs between functionality or user-friendliness of the software i.e. trading-off between security and convenience [44]. While developing a software, its security aspects can be taken care of if equal amounts of attention is given to making things impossible while thinking about making things possible and convenient [44]. No logging forms the fourth category of causes of software vulnerabilities which emphasizes on missing efforts in detection and prevention of security breaches. It happens when designers spend more time thinking about preventive measures for security as opposed to spending time thinking about detection of security breaches. Creating and maintaining a good logging mechanism for following up on security incidents can help maintain a good balance between prevention and detection. [44]. Design does not capture all risks forms the last category of causes of software vulnerabilities which organizes all those cases where risks were identified early in the analysis phase but were never addressed in the design phase [44].

A successful identification of software vulnerabilities goes beyond specialized knowledge and expertise of software development, security, and business professionals. For years, researchers have constantly pondered upon, invented, discovered, and illustrated ways, approaches, tools and techniques towards thorough identification, mitigation, and prevention of software vulnerabilities from exploitation and attacks. To identify vulnerabilities in a system, Gegick and Williams matched a sequence of components in the design of a system that permitted the sequence of events in the attack pattern to occur [16] [17]. They called this methodology SAFE-T (Security Analysis for Existing
Threats) and proposed it for the purposes of starting security in the design phase while providing a
taxonomy of attack patterns that describe security problems [16] [17]. Existence of a match helped
them determine the existence of vulnerability in the application which is being analyzed. Authors
concluded that conducting matching process in the design phases results in increased security
awareness and encourages early beginning of risk management activities leveraging security team to
determine ways to strengthen their application [16] [17]. Goseva-Popstojanova and Perhinschi
recognized static analysis of source code to be a scalable method for discovering security
vulnerabilities and software faults and focused their research work on empirical evaluation of the
ability of tools that use static code analysis for detecting security vulnerabilities [45].

Yifan and Boonsiri also recognized the usefulness of pattern testing and proposed a method for
detecting security vulnerabilities during design phase [62]. In their approach, they used model testing
method to simulate attacks in UML simulation environment in accordance to the misuse patterns
which helped uncover existing vulnerabilities that could expose a system to potential threats of certain
types of attacks [62]. In addition to that, their method could also indicate which security patterns
would be best suited to mitigate such risks. The benefits reaped from the contribution of model testing
helped them analyze system security vulnerabilities during the design phase of software development
[62]. Moreover, authors believed this method to be cost-effective and valuable since it had the
potentials to improve the design resulting in lower costs as opposed to costs incurred during testing,
debugging and maintenance phases of software development [62].

In an attempt to combat SQL injection vulnerabilities, Ciampa et. al. also utilized pattern matching
approach and proposed a tool named V1p3R (“viper”) for penetration testing of web applications
using standard SQL injections [11]. Their approach relied on an extensible knowledge base of
heuristics which guided generation of SQL queries and was based on outputs produced by the pattern
matching of error messages or valid outputs produced by the web application under test [11]. Other
than pattern matching, researchers deduced other successful methods, approaches, algorithms, tools,
and techniques to detect and resolve SQL injection vulnerabilities and attacks [34] [6] [51] [12] [65]
[49] [4] [63] [30] [27] [29] [55]. The method proposed by Manmadhan and Manesh for preventing
SQL injection attacks in JSP web applications involved checking of query semantics before executing
[35]. Their detection approach was based on benign query generation from the final SQL query that
was generated by the application and the inputs from the users and then comparing those semantics of
safe query with that of the SQL query. Their main focus was on the stored procedure attacks wherein
the query is formed within the database making it difficult for the query structure to be extracted
before actual execution [35]. The SQL injection detection and prevention method proposed by Latha
and Ramaraj involved manipulation of input attributes of the SQL query and measuring the distance
of query strings [31]. Their method satisfied query analysis for both static and dynamic manipulation
of user queries for several types of attacks including piggyback queries, tautologies, union queries,
stored procedures, untyped parameters and inference alternate encodings [31].

4 Trust Modelling, Reputation, and Security

Security and Trust go hand in hand. A vulnerable software system which is more prone to
exploitation by security attacks, is also likely more inclined towards loosing trust. Inclusion of
security requirements is often ignored during the requirements elicitation and analysis phase of the
SDLC and is then found to be obliviously falling under the non-functional requirements. After not
being taken care of until very late in the development life cycle of a software application product,
security vulnerabilities become hard to be identified and curbed. When security vulnerabilities,
loopholes and workarounds are discovered by hackers and malicious attackers after the software
product is delivered to the client, it lifts their trust off the software resulting in lesser usage and diminishing adaptability.

To successfully overcome security vulnerabilities and failures, it is important to gather, elicit and document security requirements in the earlier phases of software development, preferably, during the requirements engineering phase. Importance of security requirements and its engineering has been widely identified and accepted by researchers across literature. One of the earliest recognitions and breakthrough of security requirements was the development of SQUARE (Software Quality Requirements Engineering) methodology by Carnegie Mellon University’s Software Engineering Institute’s Networked Systems Survivability (NSS) Program [36]. The SQUARE process involved a team of requirements engineers and stakeholders of a project to interact and agree on technical definitions which would serve as a baseline for future communications [36]. This was followed by outlining of business and security goal. Then after, creation of artifacts took place which was necessary for a complete understanding of the relevant system [36]. After this, depending on several factors, including expertise of requirements engineering team, stakeholders involved, and the complexity and size of the project, a best method for eliciting initial security requirements from the concerned stakeholders was determined by the requirements engineering team. Upon the establishment of a method, the participants relied on the artifacts and the results of the risk assessment to elicit an initial set of security requirements [36]. The next two subsequent stages categorized and prioritized these requirements so that management and can use those towards making tradeoff decisions. As a conclusion, there was an inspection stage which ensured the accuracy and consistency of the generated security requirements [36]. To further understand the context and importance of security requirements, Haley et. al. presented a framework for the elicitation and analysis of these requirements. Their framework was based on construction of a context for the systems which represented security requirements as design constraints and developed satisfaction arguments for the security requirements which helped established the correctness of these requirements. Through their framework, they also explained the effects of security requirements on the functional requirements [21][22]. Other approaches for eliciting and analyzing security requirements utilized usage of misuse cases [57] and security standards such as Common Criteria (ISO/IEC 15408) [37][38].

Eliciting, analyzing, documenting, and incorporating these security requirements throughout the process of software development can help ward off security vulnerabilities and potential security attacks. Not only that, since security requirements ensure that security shall not be taken as a non-functional requirement or an afterthought, software development teams can use these to their advantage of staying abreast with latest security vulnerabilities and attack strategies. Integration of trust and security and benefits of trust modelling have been identified by researchers throughout literature [18]. Effective security design and implementation can be achieved by building security into every layer of a solution which can be accomplished by the usage of trust models [2]. Usage of acceptable trust models enable security architecture to provide a framework for delivering security mechanisms. “Trust modeling is the process performed by the security architect to define a complementary threat profile and trust model based on a use-case-driven data flow analysis” [2]. Information about the vulnerabilities, threats, and risk in an architecture of a particular information technology is integrated as a result of it [2]. With the help if trust modeling, specific mechanisms that are required to respond to a specific threat profile can be identified. “A threat profile is the set of threats and vulnerabilities identified through a use-case-driven data flow analysis that is particular to an organization. A threat profile identifies likely attackers and what they want” [2]. Depending upon the threshold for risks, trust relationships can be modeled using direct trust [2], transitive trust [2], assumptive trust [2][20] and graphical tools [46]. Apart from studies on integration of trust and security and defining and incorporating security requirements into software development, concepts of zero trust cybersecurity models have also been proposed and explained [39][48].
5 Security in Software Engineering and in Design Science

Analysis and Design phases of software development life cycle (SDLC) works in close conjunction with design science research methodologies and share the same goal of meeting technical requirements and business needs. It does so by creating artificial systems by building and evaluating artifacts [42].

Design science research process is iterative in nature which allows an artifact to emerge and opportunistically evolve as a solution or innovation. These artifacts include, and are not limited to, algorithms, methods [56], constructs, instantiations, models [42], human/computer interfaces, languages or notations, system designs, patterns, guidelines, requirements, and metrics, etc. [56]. Evaluation of these artifacts helps validate and provide attention towards usefulness, completeness, clarity, and rigor of an artifact [56]. Evolution of an artifact as a solution, so it can adapt and evolve through evaluations and implementations, can be achieved by its continuous evaluations against a set of rules and having it go through successive iterations [23]. This iterative nature of design science research also helps in capturing design issues, bugs, and defects during the early phases of analysis and design activities in turn reducing the overall project development timelines and repetitive product design efforts while improving overall product quality. It also ensures that all off the specified technical requirements have been met. Refining of artifacts in the design phase of SDLC helps designers and architects ensure the overall quality of to-be-developed software product in terms of its robustness, reliability, dependability, portability, correctness, availability, scalability, and integrity. Throughout literature, researchers have demonstrated explanatory and predictive knowledge of design science research to enhance construction of artifacts towards the betterment of software development [7] [24].

While design science research works with artifact iterations, software engineering employs design patterns for effective and efficient development of software applications. Design patterns offer reusable solutions to problems and issues arising in software design. They are like micro-architectures contributing to overall system architecture and serving as building blocks towards the construction of complex designs [15]. They capture intent behind a design to preserve information and identify roles of classes and instances, distribution of responsibilities and collaborations [15]. They help designers explore design alternatives, communicate and document them by providing them with a common vocabulary [15]. Since design patterns name and define abstractions above classes and instances, it helps reduce system complexity [15]. Design patterns help with refactoring or reorganization of class hierarchies and their usage early in the lifecycle can deter refactoring at the later stages of design [15]. This can also help with taking care of missing requirements, significantly reducing costs associated with rework activities and occurrences of design defects and lowering total expected program costs in turn improving the quality of software product [59].

The qualities and working of design patterns are similar in nature with design science research methodologies. Design science research advocates iteration of artifacts to improve design process, similar to structuring, reorganization, and refactoring abilities of design patterns. This iteration process helps identify design issues and defects early in the design process. Likewise, usage of different design metrics can further measure and evaluate the quality software designs contributing towards reduced number of defects during software development [47].

Parallels between design science and software engineering in terms of security can be drawn over the concept of security patterns. Since, there is a lack of mechanical aids to detect design errors, assessing security at design level is difficult [54]. Security patterns offer solutions for these security problems. They utilize the structure provided by patterns to provide guidelines for secure system design and evaluation by joining the extensive knowledge accumulated about security [14]. These patterns not only provide value to new system designs but are also useful in evaluating existing systems. Moreover, they also help compare security standards and verify whether the product complies with some standard [14]. Security patterns stop or mitigate attacks by describing
mechanisms that fall into any of the security countermeasures categories such as Identification and Authentication, Logging, Access Control and Authorization, Cryptography and Intrusion Detection [14].

Throughout literature, researchers have studied security patterns, enhanced them, demonstrated their conformance to security standards and utilized them in establishing security requirements for the software to-be-developed. Konrad et. al investigated and presented a tailored template for security patterns to address difficulties that are integral during the development of security-critical systems [28]. Their template included identification of security-specific consequences of applying a pattern, formal specification of security-oriented constraints, and an explicit identification of security-specific development principles to be addressed during the application of a given pattern [28]. They also made use of UML notations for representing structural and behavioral information which can further maximize comprehensibility of their template [28]. These patterns can help developers that are new to addressing security issues during development with gaining insights into the modeling and analysis of security concerns starting from the requirements engineering phase [28]. Another approach for the selection of security patterns for meeting security requirements was presented by Weiss and Mouratidis [61]. Their approach helped enable an in-depth understanding of the trade-offs that the patterns involve and the implications of the pattern to several security concerns [61].

6 Conclusion

Software engineering principles and alternative fields of design science methodology, trust, and reputation, being independent domains in their own, still share a common relationship with the underlying principles of cybersecurity. Security vulnerabilities, their identification, categorization, detection, prevention, mitigation and remediation ties in with strategies, approaches, tools and techniques that are offered by trust modelling and design science research methodology. Importance of understanding and combating security vulnerabilities by inclusion of security requirements at requirements elicitation and analysis and design phases has been studied in this paper. A thorough illustration of identification, categorization of security issues along with approaches to remedy them was described. Lastly, connection between software engineering and design science were explored.
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